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Not so long ago the origin of products wasn’t a point of interest. Except for the people responsible for supply chains, literally no
one was concerned about this. Today the situation is different. Consumers, public offices and corporations demand detailed
information about systems and sources of supply. This now has a direct influence on their upgraded values: quality, safety and
ethical impact on the environment.

Transparency (and its’ absence) impact on
business
Forward-looking companies respond immediately to new
opportunities and challenges by questioning: 'Where does the
product come from?’. Let’s consider what kind of troubles may
occur because of a non-transparent supply chain.
In 2009 Apple was forced to terminate a contract with
FOXCONN because of multiple suicides committed at the
Chinese supplier factory. A few years earlier a forbidden lead
found in MATTEL toys provoked debates about the company’s
effectiveness of supply chain checks.
Back then it was not required from the companies to provide
supplier information. Meanwhile, in a high market competition
the origin of a product has fundamental impact on the consumer.

Technologies up to date with supply chain
Companies started to implement a new utilization technology to
make supply chains transparent – birth certificates of products.
Such visibility builds up a strong reputation for businesses, and in
the nearest future an easy access to such information will be
treated as a normal consumer behavior.
In some industries, where H&S (health and safety) is crucial,
making sure about the origin of a product is currently a standard
practice, despite the cost and complexity of procedures.
For example, IKEA implemented a FSC certificate (Forest
Stewardship Council ®). The FSC system allows businesses and
consumers to identify, purchase and use wood, paper and

'Forward-looking companies respond
immediately to new opportunities and
challenges by questioning: 'Where
does the product come from?'
other forest products made of materials from well-managed
forests and recycled sources.
Consumers also have the possibility to look up inside an
‘Internet Catalog of Things’ IOT – a source that tracks
everything happening to the product to receive information
even about the origin of a single piece. More technologies are
to come. The most important ones are not new, but they evolve
and mix with each other, creating new opportunities for growth:
Standard barcoding of products was given a new meaning
with microscopic electronic devices, DNA barcoding and a
new generation of 2D labels, which can be read with a
simple iOS or Android application.
RFID (Radio-Frequency IDentification) labels, which are
used to control safety buffers of FG (finish goods) and
others management fields are becoming smaller, thinner,
cheaper and highly comprehensive in use.
The new generation of labels (like MI chip the size of a sand
grain made by HITACHI) is used for hidden marking process of
jewelry. Paper and plastic can also be implanted, which gives
information about the origin of the materials. In addition,
scientists are working on a new type of micro labels – ‘radio
dust’.

The most technologically advanced labels can be used in two
different ways. They allow to write data or even to modify the
product during its lifetime. In addition, a label has a unique
identification number that connects them with the internet cloud.
If we merge these devices with worldwide access to the internet
and data storage possibilities, companies would be able to use
more complicated methods to follow up, show up and record all
production steps of manufactured goods.

'Tracking technologies enrich
companies’ relations with customers
at the end of chain and determine their
expectations even before a logistic
process begins.'
Benefits from a proper supply chain
Tracking a supply chain is useful for creating a marketing
strategy. Tracking technologies enrich companies’ relations with
customers at the end of chain and determine their expectations
even before a logistic process begins. This improves the service
and contributes to the attractiveness to clients.
Firstly, new technologies help us to be sure, that the supplier
is not using materials from unknown, unauthorized source
and non-proven quality.

'In a high market competition the
origin of a product has fundamental
impact on the consumer'
Our Business Process Improvement Department (supply chain,
logistics) provides world class service for customers with a
supply chain network, designed end-to-end. We deliver a
complete functional solution, usually without needing to obtain
anything from a third party.
In most cases, the proposed solutions help our clients save
up to 20% of operational costs.

Here are top 10 services me and my team offer, no
matter where the production plant is located:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

InLOG Layout design
VSM visualization
Inbound/outbound setup
Production Process optimization
Solutions for IoT and Industry 4.0
Warehouse design and analysis
Supply chain optimization (Xdocks, Synergy)
Standard work – operational procedures
Process automatization – system integration
Organizational structure – HC optimization

The ability to recognize a source of the supplied material is
crucial for companies to officially measure a production
process influence to the environment (Environmental
footprint).
Knowing the origin of product groups allow companies to
recreate delivery route and, if there is a problem, to learn its
source. Black-box storing of a whole manufacturing history
will be helpful in deeper analysis of safety, quality, durability
or other product properties.

We help you consider risks and opportunities
New technologies provide unprecedented transparency in the
operation of industries.
Companies can make use of marketing and operational
opportunities that sophisticated methods of product tracking
provide. However, revealing this information has risks to it,
because competitors will be able to get the information about
suppliers as well.
Consumers really take care about ethic and authenticity. The
origin of goods has a great value, and it will keep growing in the
near future. Bilfinger Tebodin fully supports transparency and
considers it as a strong company value.
We also help our clients get the best of what is available on the
market. Bilfinger Tebodin professional consultants can help you
identify and invest in the right operating models:
Is the workflow of employees set up efficiently?
Is any equipment re-arrangement needed?
How the supply chain may be optimised?
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Would like to know more? I am more than happy to help, get in touch:
Pawel Mielnik, Lean Business Process Improvement Manager
pawel.mielnik@bilfinger.com mobile +48 603 798 901

www.tebodin.bilfinger.com

